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Low-temperature makeovers (Part 1)
Modifying high-temperature distribution systems
for lower temperature operation.

W

hat trait do solar-thermal collectors, hydronic heat pumps and
thermal storage tanks supplied by biomass boilers have in
common?
Answer: They all perform best when coupled to distribution systems
that operate at low supply water temperatures.
But that’s not what’s waiting for these renewable heat sources in most
North American buildings. It’s common to encounter situations where
a modern “low-temperature” hydronic heat source is to be added to an
existing system that was designed to operate at a relatively high temperature such as 180° F. Trouble is sure to follow if the installer just removes
the original “box” that supplied this high-temperature water and drops the
new renewable-energy heat source into its place.
For example, most current-generation water-to-water and air-to-water
heat pumps only can produce water temperatures in the range of 120° to
130°. If saddled to a distribution system that was sized to release design
load output at 180° average water temperature, the heat pump quickly
will trip off on an internal high-temperature or high-refrigerant pressure
limit, which A
typically
requires aofmanual
existing distribution
combination
thesereset.
two The
approaches
is also
system cannot dissipate the rate of heat input from the heat pump with a
water temperature that’s 50° to 60° lower than what it was designed for.

Where:
Tnew = Supply water temperature at design load after building envelope
improvements (°F)
Tin = Desired indoor air temperature (°F)
Qnew = Design heating load after building envelope improvements
(Btu/h)
Qexisting = Existing design heating load (before improvements) (Btu/h)
TDe = Existing supply water temperature at design load (before
improvements) (Btu/h)
For example, assume a building has a design heating load of 100,000
Btu/h, based on maintaining an interior temperature of 70°. The existing
hydronic distribution system uses standard finned-tube baseboard and
> Figure 1.
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Formula 1:

⎛ Q
⎞
Tnew = Tin + ⎜ new ⎟ × (TDe − Tin )
⎝ Qexisting ⎠
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any hydronic heating system:
whileload
operating
at lower
supply
water
temperatures.
1. Reduceload
the design
of the building
envelope
through
improve170The change in supply water
ments such as added insulation, better windows and lower air leakage.
temperature is proportional to the change in design heating load. The new supply water
2. Add heat emitters to the existing system.
150
A combination
of these twocan
approaches
also is possible.
temperature
be determined
based on the same concepts
used for outdoor reset control.
Building envelope improvements reduce the design heating load of the
can
beimprovements
calculatedare
using
building. After
these
made,Formula
the existing1:hydronic distri130
bution system can meet the reduced design load while operating at lower
supply water temperatures. The change in supply water temperature is
1: in the design heating load. The new supply
proportional Formula
to the change
110
water temperature can be determined based on the same concepts used
for outdoor reset control. It can be calculated using Formula 1:
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For example, assume a building has a design heating load of 100,000 Btu/hr, based on
0 system uses
maintaining an interior temperature of 70ºF. The existing hydronic distribution
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standard ﬁnned-tube baseboard and requires a supply water temperature of 180ºF at design
Water temperature (ºF)
load conditions. Also assume that improvements to the building envelope have reduced the

requires a supply water temperature of 180° at design load conditions.
Step 5: Find the new average circuit water temperature on the horizondesignthat
loadimprovements
from 100,000
Btu/hr
to 70,000
The new
water
to athe
Also assume
to the
building
envelopeBtu/hr.
have reduced
talsupply
axis of the
graphtemperature
in Figure 2. Draw
vertical line up from this point until
the design
loaddistribution
from 100,000system
Btu/h tounder
70,000design
Btu/h. The
supply is
it intersects
the using
red curve.
Draw a 1:
horizontal line from this intersection to
existing
loadnew
conditions
calculated
Formula
water temperature to the existing distribution system under design load the vertical axis of the graph and read the heat output of the finned-tube at
Step 6: Determine the length of baseboard
conditions is calculated using Formula 1:
the lower average circuit water temperature. This number is designated as
qL. The green lines and numbers in Figure 2 show how qL is determined
for an average circuit water temperature of 115°.
⎛ 70,000 ⎞
Tnew = 70 + ⎜
× (180 − 70) = 147º F
2:baseboard to be added using Formula 2.
Step 6: DetermineFormula
the length of
⎝ 100,000 ⎟⎠
Figure 1 (on Page 10) shows the supply water temperature vs. outdoor
temperature for the original load as well as the reduced load after the
building-envelope improvements were made.
In this case, reducing the design heating load from 100,000 Btu/h to
70,000 Btu/h reduced the required supply water temperature from 180°
to 147°. Although this certainly is an improvement, it still is substantially
above what some renewable energy heat sources can consistently provide.

More emitters
If reducing the design heating load of the building does not lower the
required water temperature to the desired value, it will be necessary to
add heat emitters to the system.
If the original system used finned-tube baseboard heat emitters, it
may be possible to add more of the same emitters. Another option might
be to change out some existing baseboard for “high-output” baseboard.
It’s also possible to add different types of heat emitters such as panel
radiators, fan-coils or select areas of radiant panels.
The choice of which type of heat emitter to add will depend on several factors, including:
1. Availability of different makes/models of heat emitters.
2. Cost of the new heat emitters.
3. How difficult it is to integrate the new heat emitters into the building.
4. Aesthetic preferences.
5. Floor coverings (in the case of radiant floor panels).
6. Surface temperature limitations (in the case of radiant panels).
7. The specific supply water temperature that is to supply design load
output in the renovated distribution system.

Formula 2:

Ladded =

Where:
Ladded = Length of finned-tube of same make/model baseboard to be
added (feet)
design load = Design heating load of building (Btu/h)
qL = Output of baseboard at the lower average circuit water temperature (Btu/h/ft.)
Le = Total existing length of baseboard in system (ft.)
Here’s an example. Assume a building has a calculated design load
of 40,000 Btu/h, and its distribution system contains 120 ft. of standard
residential finned-tube baseboard. It is currently heated by a conventional cast-iron boiler. The goal is to reduce the supply water temperature to
120° at design conditions using more of the same baseboard. Assume the
temperature drop of the distribution system is 10°. Determine the amount
of baseboard that must be added:

> Figure 2.
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More baseboard
Let’s proceed with the assumption that more fin-tube baseboard will
be added. The following procedure can be used to calculate the amount
of baseboard to be added to reduce the supply water temperature at
design load to a predetermined value. It assumes the added baseboard is
the same make and model as the existing baseboard. It also assumes the
existing baseboard is a standard residential-grade product with nominal
2.25-inch square aluminum fins with a I=B=R-rated output of about 600
Btu/h/ft. at 200° water temperature.
Step 1: Accurately determine the building’s design heat load using
Manual J or equivalent procedures.
Step 2: Determine the total length of finned-tube in the existing distribution system. Do not include the length of tubing that doesn’t have
fins on it. The existing finned-tube length will be designated as Le.
Step 3: Determine the desired (lower) supply water temperature for
which the system is to supply design load output. A suggested value is 120°.
Step 4: Estimate the lower average circuit water temperature by subtracting 5° to 10° from the supply water temperature determined in Step 3.

design load
− Le
qL

Note: This graph is based on
standard residential ﬁn-tube
baseboard with 2.25" square ﬁns and
3/4" tubing.
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Step 2: The total amount of ﬁnned-tube in the system is 120 feet. Solution:
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Step 1: The
design load has been calculated as 40,000 Btu/hr

Step 3: The lower supply water temperature at design load will be 120ºF.

Step 4: The lower average circuit water temperature will be 120 - (10/2) = 115ºF.

Step 2: The total amount of ﬁnned-tube in the system is 120 feet

baseboard will be added to allow this lower water temperature operation.
Solution
Assume the temperature drop of the distribution system at design load
Step 5: The output of the ﬁnned-tube at an average circuit water temperature of 115 ºF is
Step 1: The design load has been calculated as 40,000 Btu/h.
is 10° and this existing baseboard has the same output as in the previStep 3: The new lower supply water temperature at design load w
determined
Figure
6-10 as 146
Step
2: The totalfrom
amount
of finned-tube
in theBtu/hr/ft.
system is 120 feet
ous example (146 Btu/h/ft., at average circuit water temperature of 115°).
Step 3: The lower supply water temperature at design load will be 120°.
Determine the amount of high-output baseboard required based on the
Step 4: The lower average circuit water temperature will be 120° - performance shown in Figure 3.
Step 4: The new lower average circuit water temperature will be 12
(10/2) Step
= 115°.6: The required additional length of baseboard is now calculated using Formula 2:
Step 5: The output of the finned-tube at an average circuit water temSolution
perature of 115° is determined from Figure 6-10 as 146 Btu/h/ft.
Step
TheThe
design
load has
been output
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as 40,000 Btu/h;
Step1:5:
output
of high
ﬁnned-tube
at an average water
Step 6: The required additional length of baseboard is now calculated
Step 2: The total amount of finned-tube in the system is 120 feet.;
determined
from
ﬁgure
7 as
335
Btu/hr/ft.at design load will
using Formula 2:
Step
3: The new
lower
supply
water
temperature
be 120°;
⎤
⎡
Btu
Step 4: The new lower average circuit water temperature will be 120
40,000
⎢
⎥
design load
hr − 120 ⎥ = 154 ft
- 5 Step
= 115°;6: The required length of high output baseboard to add to the
Ladded =
− Le = ⎢
Btu
qL
Step
5: The3.output of high-output finned-tube at an average water
⎢ 146
⎥
Formula
The steps of the
can be modiﬁed
to determine the amount of high output
hr ⋅ ft procedure
⎢⎣ previous
⎥⎦
temperature of 115º F is determined from Figure 7 as 335 Btu/h/ft.; and
ﬁnned-tube baseboard that is required to reduceStep
the6:supply
water
temperature
to baseboard
the system
The required
length
of high-output
to add to the
Although it might be possible to add 154 feet of baseboard to the sys- system is found using Formula 3.
under design load.
tem, it would require lots of wall space. In most buildings, adding this
design load- q L Le
40,000- 146 120
much baseboard is not a practical solution. Alternatives include using
Lho =
=
= 67 ft
baseboard with higher heat output or using other types of heat emitters to
qho
335
Steps
1-4
:
Same
achieve the necessary design load output.
Another option is to consider adding “high-output” finned-tube baseAlthough this is a substantial reduction compared to the 154 ft. of addiboard rather than standard baseboard. Figure 3 shows the heat available tional standard baseboard required in the previous example, it still is a
the output
of high
output
at theThe
average
from one make andStep
model5:ofDetermine
high-output baseboard
(shown
as the
blue baseboard
substantial length.
building circuit
must be water
carefullytemperature
evaluated to see if this
Although
this
is
a
substantial
reduction
compared to the 154 feet o
curve), and for comparison,
standard
residential
baseboard (shown
as the additional
length of
baseboard
be accommodated.
using ﬁgure
6-11
(or manufacturer’s
literature
for a speciﬁc
make
and can
model).
red curve).
Ifbaseboard
the added length
of high-output
baseboard
cannot beit accommodatrequired
in the previous
example,
is still a substantial
The steps of the previous procedure can be modified to determine the ed, another option is to raise the supply water temperature constraint from
carefully evaluated to see if this additional length of baseboard can
amount of high-output finned-tube baseboard that is required to reduce 120° to 130° under design load conditions. This would reduce the amount
Step 6: The required length of high output baseboard to add to the system is found using
the supply water temperature to the system under design load.
of added high-output baseboard to 40 feet.
Formula 3.
Steps 1-4: Same.
If the added length of high output baseboard cannot be accommod
Step 5: Determine the output of high-output baseboard at the average
> Figure 3.
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ﬁn-tubeconstraint
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baseboard
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This would reduce the amount
of added high
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Step 6: The required length of high-output baseboard to add to the
500
system is found using Formula 3.
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Where:
250
Lho = Length of high output finned-tube baseboard to be added (ft.)
design load = design
heating load of building (Btu/h)
Where:
200
qL = Output of existing baseboard at the lower average water temperaLho = length of high output ﬁnned-tube baseboard150
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= design
heating
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qho = Output of high output baseboard at the lower average water temwater temperature (Btu/hr/ft)
perature (Btu/h/ft.) qL = output of existing baseboard at the lower average
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Here’s another example: Assume a building has a calculated design load of 40,000 Btu/hr, and
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Adding other heat emitters: If the amount of ﬁnned-tube baseboard that needs to be added is
beyond what can be accommodated, there are several other added heat emitter options. They
include panel radiators, fan-coils, or areas of radiant ﬂoor, radiant wall, or radiant ceiling panels.
Adding other heat
emitters
Once
the value
of Qn is
cansupply
use tables
In each
case, the selection of these new heat
emitters
should
bedetermined,
based onthea designer
selected

or
If the amount of finned-tube baseboard that needs to be added is graphs from manufacturers to determine the heat output of specific heat
water temperature
design
a “credit”
existing
heat emitters
the Remember
beyond what can be accommodated,
there are at
several
otherload,
addedalong
heat- with
emitters
based onfor
thethe
average
water temperature
withininthem.
emitter options, including panel radiators, fan-coil, or areas of radiant floor, that the average water temperature will be 5° to 10° lower than the supply
system operating at the lower supply water temperature. The fundamental concept is given by
radiant wall or radiant ceiling panels. In each case, the selection of these water temperature.
Formula
new heat emitters should
be based4.
on a selected supply water temperature
The goal is to select a grouping of new heat emitters with a total heat
at design load along with a “credit” for the existing heat emitters in the output that’s about equal to the value of Qn in Formula 4.
system operating at the lower supply water temperature. The fundamental
Let’s work through another example. Assume a building has a calculated
concept is given by Formula
4.
design load of 40,000 Btu/h, and its distribution system contains 120 feet of
Formula
4:
standard residential finned-tube baseboard. The goal is to reduce the supFormula 4:
ply water temperature to 120° under design-load conditions. Panel radiators are available in a 24-inch by 72-inch size that can release 4,233 Btu/h
Qn = design load - Q
when operated at an average water temperature of 115° in rooms with 70°
interior temperature. How many of these radiator are necessary to meet the
Where:
design load?
Solution: First, use Formula 4 to determine the output re
Where:
Qn = Required heat
output of the new heat emitters at lower supply
water temperature (Btu/h) design load = the design heating load of the Solution
Qn = required heat output of the new heat emitters at lower
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design
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heating
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Qn = design load - Q e = design load - ( q L ) ( Le ) = 40,000- (146 ) (120 ) = 22, 480Btu / hr
temperature (Btu/h)
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Qe = heat output of existing heat emitters at the lower supply
water temperature
(Btu/hr)
The number
of radiators needed
is then found as follows
number
of radiators
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thenasfound
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TheThe
number
of radiators
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is then is
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Once the value of Qn is determined, the designer can use22,
tables
or /graphs
from manufacturers
480Btu
hr
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= 5.3 radiators

22, 480Btu / hr

= 5.3 radiators Btu / hr
Btu / hr
to determine the heat output of speciﬁc heat
emitters
based
on the average water temperature
4233
4233
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Another option is to use panel radiators of different sizes
approximately equal to the value of Qn in Formula
4.
A similar calculation could be made for fan-coils, air handlers or other
radiators would be combined with the 120 feet of existing baseboard to provide the 40,000 Btu/
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perature and the specific construction of the panel. The total required panel
areas is found by dividing this number into the value of Qn.
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panel. The total required panel areas is found by dividin
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